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Nature Calls is a themed show featuring artists from all over the 
nation. Artwork within the show confronts the environmental issues 
caused by humans, while exploring the relationships that humans 
have with nature and the effects of their coexistence. Using Nature 
as the narrating voice, we have selected works based around the 
alterations made through the ongoing contact of consumerism, 

waste, pollution, greed, and politics.

Ashley Beatty and Sarah Thomas
NATURE CALLS
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REPLYING TO NATURE CALLS
By Jeff Schofield and Madelaine Corbin

Note: The c0-authors of this essay are artists exhibiting in the show. Descriptions of their work are included in 
the form of footnotes.

Nature's Call is not silent. There are sounds that reverberate from lichen to leaf, river to sky, and 
sunlight to stone. The hum that resonates all around—the one that we humans are a part of, too—is 
not as soft as it may at first seem. Our more-than-human world is continuously conversing, 
interactions endlessly echoing. As is true of echoes, nature’s voice also comes back to the listener. 
We hear and feel these vibrations of language as nature’s call. 

Often nature's call is not met with a timely human response. With urgency, sincerity, and even humor, 
the artists in this exhibition offer a current response to nature's call. Here, visual artworks 
collectively celebrate and commemorate nature as seen today. Moments of optimism and growth 
contrast with episodes of decay, death, and environmental retaliations. At first, human interventions 
in nature appear as scars, intrusions, and traumas laid upon our earthly body by human bodies. As 
the exhibition continues, however, the curatorial project reveals how humans are also affected in 
return. Nature changes us, too. 
 
It has been proposed that our current geological era be called the Anthropocene, defined as the 
epoch in which human activity becomes the decisive element affecting changes to our climate, 
environment, geology, and ecosystems. Like the Anthropocene, “Nature Calls” is a conversation 
between humans and our planet. This rich symphony evokes, rather than describes, the intricacies 
of our evolving world. It flows: Nature calls, We respond, We call, Nature responds. With great 
repetition comes a blending of speakers. Eventually the separate entities calling and responding blur 
together and resonate as one. 

For instance, notions of aligned sound are evoked in Julie Wall’s figurative drawings of human and 
animal forms titled “Listening,” “Thrum,” and “Echo.” Beyond conjuring sounds, the sensitive 
renderings show humanity identifying with other living things. The series emanates respect for 
nature, right down to the circular frames recalling globes, crescent moons, or other planetary bodies. 
Images of sounds emerge from Daniel Dienelt’s dreamy digital photographs of plant forms, which 
seek to visualise what we might hear emitting from leaves and branches. Sunlight unifies these 
colourful abstract images. 
  
Sunlight’s natural processes are celebrated in several sensitive artworks that embody the properties 
of daylight as artistic media.1  Figurative flower images by Cara Lee Wade use sunlight-sensitive 
paper to transform floral specimens into colorful graphic photos called “Lumen.” Created while the 
artist lived in Pandemic-isolation, the works are a contemplative study of house plants representing 
landscapes no longer accessible to home-bound city dwellers. Sam Meyers explores degrees of 
light, transparency, and opacity in her hanging composition of found objects and natural elements. 
The translucent panels suggest skin, threads, and trimmings that evoke generations of life lived 
close to nature.

1 An abstract sculpture by Madelaine Corbin weaves together fibers imbued with natural, plant-based colors that will fade 
through exposure to daylight, titled “Sun Breathing.” The apparent harmony is illusory, however, since the piece gradually discolors in 
an embedded process of decay wherever the sun touches, which will permanently alter the composition over time.
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At the other extreme, expressing conflict with nature are videos denouncing the adverse effects of 
capitalist exploitation on our more-than-human ecosystems. Sarah Thomas’ video on water 
pollution, “Algae Brah,” criticizes large-scale contamination of natural sites with flashing images of 
an uninhabitable future. Ish Ishmael’s video, “Steel Gulls,” depicts animals in conflict with human 
industry as steel mills belch smoke into the clouds and displace flocks of birds. We hear only the 
factory noise, not bird calls, as if in premonition of fowl extinctions. In a similarly mortal vein, Dan 
De Los Monteros presents a multi-layered photograph of landscapes devastated by forest fires. The 
vividly flaming image screams a doomsday drama about an overheated planet resulting from the 
human-caused Colorado fires of 2020—fires that changed the daylight afforded by the sun’s rays. 

Ashley Beatty’s photographs of a nude human climbing tree trunks listens in on a quiet, intimate 
relationship between human beings and other life forms as both fuse together in a demonstration of 
biophilia. Instead of personifying the tree, the human is made arboreal. A second series of 
photographs showing a tombstone in the forest reminds humans that nature envelops and outlives 
our physical bodies. The enlarged black and white contact sheets suggest a passage of human time 
and mortality. Black and white photographs of landscapes and animals by Antonia Stoyanovich 
express an equally quiet world of trees growing old and birds at rest. Human-made elements nearby 
or in the distance serve to place the living beings in a cultural and temporal context dominated by 
humans and weathered by nature. 
  
This weathering is similarly present in Philip Soucy’s anthropomorphic, coiled ceramics inspired by 
mountain landscapes and pine trees. Organic in form, these pieces occupy a place between 
figuration and abstraction, utility and design, craft and art.2 Further blending multiple crafts and 
media, Rebecca Daryl Smith’s delicately detailed works on paper carry marks and words composed 
like codes serving as warnings and elegies for earth. Smith’s woven wicker bundle is an empty 
reminder of the things we carried, be they manufactured items or worldly burdens we bear 
throughout our lives.
 
This sublime artistic offering is charged by the immense depth and breadth of relationships between 
the artworks shared here. Individual moments coalesce into an overwhelming series of connections 
between the artists and nature that overlap in intricate and often unexpected ways. Here, at the 
interstice of nature’s call and the artists’ response, is the exhibition. The show may be temporary. 
But when all the art is packed away, for another show on another day, nature will still be calling.

1 

2 In a more geometric vein, large scale artworks of found objects by Jeff Schofield probe the intersections between sculpture, 
architecture, and installation art. Pendulums made from Mulberry branches hang dramatically to commemorate a storm-damaged 
tree, while weeds and wildflowers are preserved in glass jars like individual specimens in a museum collection. 
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Madelaine Corbin

Sun Breathing catches the sun and remembers its path. I have developed a natural dye and 
weaving process that allows for the development of a textile over time with exposure to 
the sun. Here, a selection of naturally dyed fibers are treated with a mordant, making them 
colorfast in the sun. 
Another set of fibers are treated without the mordant and dyed in a way that they will fade; 
they are left in all their sensitivity to the strength of the sun and time. Both sets of fibers are 
interwoven to create complex patterns throughout the textile that increase in contrast as 
the selected set reveals my predetermined design. The sun, my collaborator and mentor, 
welcomes humans to value change over time and to reconsider the desire for permanence.
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Madelaine Corbin is a multi-disciplinary artist living in Detroit, Michigan. Her practice earnestly 
endeavors to unearth the space between home and land, human and non-human, wild and managed 
landscapes, and the connection to one another through geographic distance. Her research-based 
practice moves fluidly between textiles, sculpture, and drawing. Corbin’s work is informed by her 
participation in the New York Arts Practicum, immersive study in Athens, Greece, and as an artist-in-
residence and research assistant in a chemistry lab where she helped to synthesize and 
characterize a new blue. 

Corbin received her MFA from Cranbrook Academy of Art in Fiber and BFA from Oregon State 
University. Recent awards include the Mercedes-Benz Financial Services Emerging Artist Award, an 
Oak Spring Garden Foundation artist residency, the Haystack Mountain School of Crafts 
Stuart Thompson Fellowship, Honorable Mention for the Dorothy Waxman International Textile 
Design Award in 2020, and finalist status for the Redmond Design Prize.

Jeff Schofield

A burnt pine forest, submerged tree trunks, collapsing barns and littered beaches; these landscapes 
embody generations of conflict between humanity and nature. Schofield’s art practice explores the 
acts and remnants of human intrusions upon the earth. Working directly with the environment, he 
creates immersive installations depicting visual aspects of climate change.
 
The landscape is his palette; forests, trails, streams and beaches provide fertile ground for artistic 
inspiration as well as raw materials for making art. Schofield upcycles found objects, such as burnt 
tree trunks, salvaged wood, thrown away plastic, rusty car parts and all sorts of outdoor debris, 
marking events like wildfires, flooding and deforestation. Through processes of collecting and 
cataloguing, he creates large scale artworks evoking cycles of growth, decay, death, and rebirth.
 
An environmentally engaged artist, Schofield attends artist residencies at art farms around the 
country. This place-based and research-oriented process explores site-specific ecological narratives 
in different climatic regions. His multi-disciplinary artworks probe the intersections between 
sculpture, architecture, installation and land art to amplify the current discussion around the 
Anthropocene and humanity’s complicated relationship with nature.

Sun Breathing, 2020
Naturally dyed wool, cobalt-glazed ceramic
48 x 24 x 120 in.
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Jeff Schofield is an installation artist based in the 
Detroit metro area. He holds an MFA from Cranbrook 
Academy of Art and an M Arch from Columbia 
University in New York. As a professional artist, 
Schofield has over ten years’ experience working 
as a curator at art galleries and art fairs, primarily 
exhibiting contemporary artwork by emerging artists. 
During this time, he developed his own art practice 
focused installation art expressing visual aspects of 
climate change. 
 
Schofield’s artworks have earned numerous awards, 
including an International Emerging Artists Award 
and an Arrowmont Award. Schofield has completed 
artist residencies throughout the USA and in 
the Middle East, where he frequently conducted 
workshops or delivered presentations on sustainable 
themes. He has exhibited at art galleries and 
museums in Europe, the Middle East and the USA, 
including the Muskegon Museum of Art and the 
Dow Museum of Art and Science in Midland, both in 
Michigan.
 
 
Contact information;
JeffSchof@yahoo.com
(248) 914-1223
www.JeffSchofield.net

Philip Soucy

I am interested in the accumulation of experiences, how repetition and layering can produce new 
forms through the process of making. For the past couple years, I have been exploring pace and 
time through layering, specifically by means of coil building out of clay, illustrating three dimensional 
forms which are reminiscent of the natural world. It was not until very recently that I began to explore 
the potential of different surface treatments in conjunction with my methodology of fabrication. Coil 
building is a fundamental building technique which I use it to reference history, pace, materiality and 
form. There is a symbiosis which occurs between the clay and I once building commences; there 
is an understanding; there is a tremendous amount of touch involved, imprinting the bond between 
material and maker. Once the layering of coils begins the dance begins. I am in control but allow the 
clay to errantly lay on the previous coil as naturally as possible. The pace in which I work, along with 
the clay body play a crucial role in how the form will emerge. The understanding and kinship 
between me and the clay body is paramount to my process of accumulating layers of coils—
interacting with and reacting to the material qualities of the clay itself. I leave my coils unsmoothed, 
flaunting the form’s seemingly organic method of construction, yet still, maintaining its coil-built 
integrity, all the while brandishing its materiality.  The forms which emerge from the stacked coils 
speak of landscape, hillsides or mountain facades, but largely evoking the layers of sediment which 
occurred throughout the eons of creation.

Mulberry Pendulums, 2020
Mulberry sprigs hung on jute twine
10’ x 6’ x 6’

Weeds and Wildflowers, 2020
Recycled glass jars containing weeds and 
wildflowers in resin, hung on metal wires
8’ x 8’ x 1’

Bottles made from Onggi Clay 
and the pit fired in rice husks 
outside of Ulsan, Korea, 2019
Onggi Clay
11.5 x 7 x 6.5 in., 10.5 x 6.5 x 
5.5 in.
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Philip is an artist living and working in Pittsburgh, 
PA where he vary rarely leaves his basement 
studio in pursuit of his perfect coil constructed 
pot. Philip’s quest has taken him through 
Cleveland where he received his 
Bachelor’s from the Cleveland institute of 
Art and then to Detroit where he received his 
Master’s from Cranbrook academy of Art, both 
in ceramics. He spent the fall of 2019 as an artist 
in residence at the ClayArch Gimhae Museum in 
South Korea. Philip is grateful to be able to 
continue his pursuits in clay down in his 
basement in Pittsburgh.

My Korean Landscape, 2019
Korean clays
24 x 36 x 36 in.
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Cara Lee Wade

Wild plants choose the space in which they reside; they have memory and they learn.  Indigenous 
botanist Robin Wall Kimmerer quantifies plants as “animated, living beings and as living beings they 
breathe, dance and preen”.  This collection of Lumens was made during the March – August 2020 
quarantine from plants and flowers growing around my home and everyday kitchen spices.  These 
images explore how a plant’s sense space and place directly enhanced my own daily interactions 
within an immediate, forced, and isolated space and place.  

Archival Images from Lumen Prints
Lumen Prints are solar photograms – a cameraless photographic process involving black and white 
photographic paper, in this case organic plant materials, and the Sun.  The sun reacts with the 
organic material and sunlight to produce color in the black and white paper.  The images are then 
scanned, enlarged and printed on transparent Aluminum metal plate.

Using traditional black and white techniques, as well as alternative and digital methods, I attempt to 
tangibly express the circumstances that both plague and stimulate me. Whether documenting lives 
on the fringes, assuming the role of the subject or an anonymous example of a demented cultural 
ideal, I try to present the sources of my joy and my pain, hoping to invoke in the viewer an 
intellectual, and ideally, an emotional response.

During my academic career I studied many things, everything from Musical Theatre to 
Archaeology…ultimately receiving my Bachelor of Art degree in English Literature. My first photo 
class in 1998 was an elective during my senior year of undergrad…a fluke. From that first experience 
in the darkroom, I knew my world was changed. I received my Master of Fine Art degree in 
Photography from Savannah College of Art and Design in 2004.

I believe that all Art derives from aspects of the self, be that personal experience, reactions of the 
heart, or the dark and light places in the mind. Everything that an artist creates can be traced back 
to a profound experience in their life. This is where true inspiration lies.

Fossil Poetry: Lumen Manor Quarantine #21, 2020
Lumen on black and white photo paper, spir, ulina, 
matcha, salt, printed on aluminum
19 x 13 in.

Fossil Poetry: Lumen Manor Quarantine #43, 2020
Lumen on black and white photo paper, tumeric, 
saffron, printed on aluminum
19 x 13 in.

Fossil Poetry: Lumen Manor Quarantine 
#22, 2020
Lumen on black and white photo paper, 
tumeric, paprika, salt, printed on aluminum
19 x 13 in. 
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Daniel Dienelt

The Innocence of Transgressions is a photography series that depicts 
a hypothetical  narrative life cycle of intellectual spiritually with the 
natural world. I am exploring our  psychological response to our 
natural environment enriched with historic folklore.  Innocence of 
Transgressions attempts to depict a journey of one’s experience with 
the  natural world.

Daniel Dienelt is a deaf multi-disciplinary photographer/artist residing 
in  Fort Wayne, Indiana. He employs the use of photographic 
equipment and  unusual mediums to hear instead of using a hearing 
aid/device to capture  environmental/atmospheric sounds.

Innocence of Transgressions, Series #9
Photography
18 x 20 in.

Innocence of Transgressions, Series #6
Photography
18 x 20 in.

Innocence of Transgressions, Series #4
Photography
8 x 10 in.
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We are born from stardust on a fleck of rock lost in the unisphere, our bodies ringing with Earth’s 
electricity. Vessels that navigate the physical landscape, our bodies sense these energies & 
intermingle with magic. This alchemy is interrupted by systems of power we have inherited. We are 
sold lies on the worth of our bodies & spirits. We are sent to wars & factories to fight for their power. 
We stand in churches & are told how to be good fellow humans while we praise the history of violent 
conquest of the land we occupy. Their wars are fought over our land & resources, once a colonial 
and ideological conquest turned into a modern economic machine; perpetuating the need to harvest 
and manufacture exploited materials to fuel our insatiable desire to consume modern technological 
destruction. A machine so well oiled whole economies have been birthed by its efficiency, a cyborg 
that has grown to be vastly celebrated as the greatest force of good this world has ever seen.

Ish Ishmael Born and raised in the Midwest rust belt, Ish Ishmael (she/her) is infatuated with exploring the 
diverse approaches in which humans occupy space in late-stage capitalism. Interacting with culture 
in progress, she weaves together conflating ideas of patriotism through how we brand our beliefs 
across our chests. Through participation with moments of political dissent in the streets, quiet 
encounters of everyday connection, and explosions of celebration in distinctive arenas of subculture, 
Ishmael explores our collective light in the face of institutional failures.

Steel Gulls, 2021
Lens based media, wall mounted monitor
32 x 19 in.
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The intricacies and complexities we live within fuel 
a sensitivity, anxiety and subversion in my creative 
process. Weaving is often perceived as strict, 
requiring careful planning and preparation. Yet 
within the restrictions I find a liberating language 
of intuitive reason. As a process of interlacing 
threads, the woven structure directs me into 
accumulation, labor, and structure. I consider the 
mythic power of the grid: its ability to ground us 
in logic yet launch us into belief or fiction. I adopt 
the grid for structure and order, to highlight this 
strangely harmonic contradiction and question this 
relationship conceptually.
 
The energetic line of thread can act and be acted 
upon; a potential source for/of animation, 
containment, obedience, defiance,   connection, 
mending or entanglement. I see this energetic 
line- these characteristics, in infinite materials, 
objects and environments.  I explore these 
moments of transformation, transference and 
intimacy through sentient and historically charged 
materials such as fiber, paper, porcelain and brass. 
I attune myself to the dynamic and ever-extending 
record of material, action and relation as I 
construct and arrange objects and spaces with 
sensitivity to how tension sustains structure. I 
question what it means to live in infinite unknown 
conditions in a society that promotes definition and 
seeks the finite. Grounding myself in craft practice 
and material curiosity, I traverse the intricacies, 
tangential subjects and chaos of my world and 
mind in search of quietude, wonder and intimate 
sensitivity.

Rebecca Daryl Smith

Rebecca Daryl Smith is an Ohio native with a practice that spans scale and media. Receiving her 
BFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art (Fiber & Material 2012), and MFA from Cranbrook 
Academy of Art (Fiber 2020), her practice explores moments of transformation, transference, and 
intimacy through material and spatial actions and relations. She works through traditional craft to 
question contemporary concerns about our matrixial existence and response ability. Her work has 
been exhibited and published nationally in galleries and craft fairs.  Smith is currently the 
Appalachian Center of Craft artist-in-residence in Fiber.

The Things We Carried, 2019
Basket reed, brass
20 x 36 x 20 in.

Elegy for Earth, 2020
Hanji, steel, frankincense, transparency paper, text
25 x 37 x 3 in.
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These four photographs have been layered and printed on a translucent transparency and face 
mounted to acrylic. It is suspended from the ceiling and well lit to show its transparency qualities. 
The first image is a telephoto of the sun fighting through the smoke which I have cropped out from 
its background. The second is a photo of the Left hand Canyon fire taken from my balcony. The third 
is a tree line photo taken in Ward, portraying the smoke and ash falling from the sky. The fourth is a 
photo taken at sunset of Chautauqua Park in Boulder.

Although I will never forget the beautiful orange crimson colored skies that blanketed the foothills, 
it is the reason behind these smoke filled sunsets which left me haunted throughout the summer 
of 2020. An already tragic year to say the least has now been topped with fast spreading fires and 
harmful smoke that has erased peoples properties and more importantly the wildlife and 
wilderness of our majestic landscapes. Three key factors are to keep in mind when asking what 
causes these fires: humans, lightning, and weak fire suppression methods/prescribed burns. Not 
only is fire beneficial for sustaining healthy ecosystems, experts argue that prescribed burns are 
necessary to eliminate the fuel that’s built up in Colorado’s landscape over that past century due to 
dead trees, drought, and fire suppression tactics. As hard as us humans fought to contain the fires, 
what ultimately put a halt to the fires was mother nature herself. On October 25th, a winter storm 
swept over the Rockies and foothills and helped contain the fast spreading fires.

Two fires just miles from Boulder, Colorado were sparked one day apart: Cal-Wood fire and Lefthand 
Canyon fire and the cause is still being investigated. There is speculation that these two fires like 
many across Colorado this year have been human caused. I live 10 miles from these fires and 
watching them first hand was very terrifying and apocalyptic. Through October there have been 
1,019 wildfires reported in Colorado this year, burning 665,454acres, according to the Rocky 
Mountain Area Coordination Center.

Dan De Los Monteros

Born on December 23, 1983, De Los Montros received the Anne Rimkus Memorial Scholarship in 
2002 while attending Nazareth Academy in La Grange Illinois and The Grace & Walter Smith 
Scholarship from 2002-2005. He graduated from The School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2006 
with a BFA in Photography and Graphic Design. He now lives and works in Denver and Chicago. 
With his photographs of nature, evoke tranquil, serene, and sometimes transcendent states of being. 
Trees, clouds, water, and mountains are literally placed in front of your feet as if you are experiencing 
the subject matter first hand on an epic scale. After, he helped in starting a book company called 
Front40Press, as well as starting his own commercial photo company DLM Photography & Design in 
2009.

2020 Colorado Fires, 2020
Diasec face mount print to acrylic
24 x 15 in.
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Antonia Stoyanovich Raised in the American West, the place has always taken mythical proportions in my mind. Through 
my own relationship to girlhood and this part of the country I create images exploring motifs and 
relationships to respond to mythology and contemporary values of Americana and individualism. A 
stark contrast to a classically hyper masculine view of the American West, my work utilizes fragile 
moments and performance of gender to place themselves in the history of photography as well as 
romanization of gesture. A collection of figments, the work speaks not to prove myths. But rather to 
consider the continuous echo of the American West’s mythology in all and even intimate moments. 
This selection of images embodies these feelings captured in the high desert in the state of 
California. 

Antonia Stoyanovich is a 
photographer and visual artist currently 
based in Detroit. Using image-based 
media her practice expands the 
mythology of the American West into 
contemporary and physical content. 
Utilizing the image through research, 
photography, video, sculpture and 
installation she creates relationships 
between fact and fiction to respond to 
current values of Americana and 
individualism. Stoyanovich is a graduate 
of the Masters of Fine Arts Photography 
program at Cranbrook Academy of Art 
(May 2020) and an alumna of The 
Cooper Union, School of Art where 
she received her Bachelor of Fine Arts 
(2016). Stoyanovich is also a recipient 
of the 20/20 Emerging Artist Fellowship 
with Playground Detroit.

Palm Desert, 2019
Archival inket digital photograph with frame
40 x 40 in.

Two Doves, 2019
Archival inket digital photograph with frame
40 x 30 in.
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Julie Wall

The work displayed is the beginning to a larger body that focuses on communication. I am 
interested in how different beings in our environment communicate with each other and how our 
human behavior hinders or interferes with that. The background pattern contains illustrations of bats 
and cicadas, two species that have unique forms of communication. The patterns blend together to 
create an environment that the human elements in the drawings interfere with. I am looking 
forward to continuing this body and incorporating many unique communication characteristics of 
other insects, animals, and plants.

Listening, 2020
Graphite and acrylic paint on 
canvas
12 in. circle

Echo, 2020
Graphite and acrylic paint on canvas
8 in. circle

Thrum, 2020
Graphite and acrylic paint on canvas
10 in. circle

Julie Wall received her BFA in printmaking in 
2009. Living in Fort Wayne, Indiana has allowed 
her the opportunity to discover herself through 
art. With a background in printmaking and 
metals, she assembles pieces while layering 
imagery and texture. She is continually inspired 
by our environment, insects, women, and 
pattern.
She opened her artistic pringshop and studio, 
the Hedge in 2013. She  continues to create fine 
art prints, provide letterpress services, 
workshops, engraving, calligraphy, and much 
more. And has recently branched out into 
providing a line of unique products including 
statement jewelry, stationery, and artistic house 
wares.
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Sarah Thomas

Through my work, I call attention to the excess of plastic waste in our 
environment and explore the discourse of plastics in relationship to 
the Anthropocene. Defined as a  period of time when human activity 
and industry have influenced the environment, climate, and biological 
make up beyond repair, the Anthropocene also highlights the 
overwhelming crisis of plastic waste. I seek to implicate viewers in 
their role as active agents in an unprecedented environmental crisis 
and suggest the absurdity of performing recycling at a moment when 
the effort seems futile. In my practice, I employ a range of tactics from 
sinister to humorous, artificial to authentic, and repulsion to seduction. 
My aesthetic is influenced by visually pleasing plastic designs and I 
use color concept, transparency, layers, and light to create an 
experience of playful curiosity and mischievous allure.

Sarah Thomas is an interdisciplinary artist, photographer, and curator based in the 
Midwest. She received her BFA from Bowling Green State University in 2013 and received 
her MFA in Photography from Cranbrook Academy of Art in May of 2020. She has 
exhibited in galleries around the Midwest, worked on independent photography projects, 
and assisted in mural projects around the city of Toledo, working with Toledo Arts Corner, 
and the Toledo Museum of Art. She has also worked in imaging for the National Gallery 
of Art and curation at the Cranbrook Art Museum. Currently she teaches photography at 
Bowling Green State University while continuing her art practice. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMLtDZVXO9w&t=11s

Algae Brah, 2019
Lens based media, wall mounted monitor
28.5 x 17.5 x 3.5 in.
Sound by Ben Gibbs
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Sam Myers

I am a selkie, this part of my skin
 so many threads and trimmings—
like locks shorn from the tresses of youth.
It is of becoming 
 of grandmothers, 
  and of tears.
It is of rooting and reeling 
 in the fleetingness of it all. 
It is my journey 
 back to the land
  and knowing.

Sam Meyers grew up amid wildflowers and cows in northwest Wisconsin. She received her 
Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Wisconsin-Superior in Studio Art with a minor in 
Legal Studies, and later her Masters of Fine Arts degree in Photography from Cranbrook Academy of 
Art. She currently lives in Duluth, Minnesota where the powerful heartbeat of Lake Superior provides 
a steady rhythm for life, love, and her passion for creating.  Obsessions with rocks, plants, and the 
unknown are constant fodder for her creative fire.

Selkie Skin, 2020
Latex, wire, thread, fabric, paper, 
glue, and foraged plant materials.
Approx. 65 x 26 in.
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Ashley Beatty

Comparing the tree body and human body 
began in a conscious effort to explore grief, 
nostalgia, vulnerability, and a mutual connection 
to something without voice, but with extreme 
presence. Ultimately the work ended up being 
propelled by endless extrapolations alongside 
the overlap of information provided by science 
and first hand experiences. 

In the forestry or lumber industry a coppice 
growth comes from cutting a tree’s trunk to a 
stump, or the trimming of the branches 
strategically, in order to produce many new 
shoots from where a cut was made. The human 
became the coppice growth, the loss of the limb 
shed new perspective and reverence. 

The photograph is an archive, inherently 
connected to conservation. By conserving the 
conversation of the disintegrating ubiquity of 
trees as human kind shapes our landscapes, the 
preservation attempts to convey limitations of 
space, unique visibility, while complimenting the 
possibilities of awareness. These images 
comment, or question, multiple aspects of 
comparison: the human body as a tree, the tree 
as a part of our body, shared vulnerability, and 
how humans play into the narrative of life & 
death.

Ashley Beatty (born 1983) is a photographer 
working in a transdisciplinary method from Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. She received a BFA from The 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and her MFA 
in 2019 from Cranbrook Academy of Art. In 2018 
Ashley received the Larson Award, and presented 
in the Photography 6 Exhibition” at Foundry Art 
Centre, Saint Charles, MO. In 2019 Ashley’s artwork 
was shown in Edenton, North Carolina and Detroit, 
MI. Ashley also traveled to Shanghai, China to 
teach in 2019, and in Spring of 2021 started 
teaching at the University of Saint Francis in Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. On March 4th, 2021, Ashley 
opened Bread & Circus Art Gallery/Storefront/Artist 
Residency Program in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Coppice Growth, 2019
Photography
34.5 x 10 in.

...machine in the garden..., 2019
Photography
36 x 10 in.

“The dilemma of the machine in the garden exists 
in the realm of the spirit as surely as it does in the 
shrinking wilderness.” - E.O. Wilson
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Bread & Circus is a contemporary community gallery, art residency, and storefront focused on 
advancing emerging and mid-career artists. This three tiered concept is dedicated to introducing 

artwork and topics in all media by local, regional, and international artists. 

The Bread & Circus artist residency program operates biannually, once in the spring and once in the 
fall. Each season contains two residency cohorts, one specifically for local artists, and another for 
non-local artists. Solo exhibitions will feature artworks from the resident artists at the end of their 

four week residency programs.

Bread & Circus Art Gallery works to expand the network of artists within the Fort Wayne arts 
community. The gallery curates shows that challenge perceptions while educating through mediation 

and conversation within a vast array of topics. Involving artists from outside communities to 
participate in our shows creates mutual exchange and access to the expansion of the world wide 

arts network.

The Peanut Gallery is a storefront supporting artists nationally while simultaneously providing 
opportunity and space for Fort Wayne based artists to sell their artwork and goods. 

The ring leaders of this circus attraction are Ashley Beatty & Erin Duddy. Bread & Circus is looking 
forward to 2021 with excitement and motivation. We are grateful to Dan Swartz for working in 

partnership to incubate this business within the walls of Wunderkammer Company. We hope you 
continue to join us for future shows & events! 

3402 Fairfield Ave. Fort Wayne, IN 46807
www.bcgalleryfw.com

Incubating in Wunderkammer Company
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